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ABOUT US

Established in 1997, NOTRE MONDE was conceived from artist 
Dawn Sweitzer’s idea of creating one-of-a-kind, functional objects 
inspired by travel, nature and the beautifully simple objects found 

in everyday life. 

As the brand grew and demands increased, the year 2013 
presented an opportunity for expansion in a partnership with 
Belgian home furnishing label Ethnicraft. The collaboration 
widened NOTRE MONDE’s reach in the global marketplace 

and brought opportunities to create exclusive designs 
for international retail partners.   

Today, the NOTRE MONDE brand is recognized for its quality and 
distinctive aesthetics. Global patterns, textures and layers are 
translated onto our pieces with traditional printing and hand-

finishing techniques. The exceptional process contributes to the 
unique quality and authenticity of each NOTRE MONDE piece. 

Luxury and function. 
WELCOME TO OUR WORLD.

  

SERVE IT UP IN STYLE 

YOUR ENVIRONMENT SHOULD BE 
LUXURIOUS - FILLED WITH THE TRUE 
BEAUTY OF THE PEOPLE AND THINGS 

THAT INSPIRE YOU.

INSPIRED BY FRESH IDEAS OF 
GLOBAL ORIGIN, WE HAVE CREATED 

A SOPHISTICATED AND SUBTLE 
COLLECTION OF TRAYS, MIRRORS 

AND FURNITURE USING TRADITIONAL 
TECHNIQUES. LUXURY IS MELDED 

WITH PRACTICALITY, IN THE SPIRIT 
OF DECORATIVE OBJECTS. EACH  

ONE-OF-A-KIND PIECE IS CREATED BY 
HAND AND FEATURES A SIGNATURE 

ASSURING ITS AUTHENTICITY.
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DESIGNER

DAWN SWEITZER

 
Is a self-taught artist with midwestern sensibilities and  

a sophisticated eye for style. Founder of NOTRE MONDE, 
she draws her inspiration not only from her extensive travels  

all over the world, but also from her design projects in Europe. 
She now lives in North Carolina.  

Whether it is a song, a book, fashion, the texture of a painting or 
people she loves, her surroundings are her source of inspiration. 
She selects things that speak directly to her, lending authenticity 

to her work. The NOTRE MONDE brand is a direct expression 
of Dawn’s immersion into various cultures and the diversely 

meaningful ways in which people embrace the good life.
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INSPIRATION
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TRAYS



BRIGHT ABSTRACT

VIVID EXTRAVAGANCE

A free-spirited vision, inspired by Dawn’s abstract paint-
ings, is united with a dazzling and expressive color  
palette. The outcome is a union of unexpected pops 
of saturated hues, surprising textures, and luxurious  
details, on a handcrafted canvas. Be bold and dare 
to mix and match, to create a one-of-a-kind touch of  
bohemian luxury.

NEW
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TRANSLUCENT SILHOUETTES

BENEATH THE SURFACE

The Translucent Silhouettes collection artfully layers soft 
luminous colors atop organic shapes, creating a sense 
of depth and allowing dynamic shapes and colors to 
blossom. While the overall result is bold, the collection 
possesses certain lightness conveyed by the delicate 
metallic inks and pigments. 
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BOTANY

AU NATUREL

Inspired by fields of wildflowers, the Botany collection 
captures the pristine beauty of nature within the trays’ 
graceful wooden frames. Simple romance is evoked by 
the thistle and herb patterns on the finished wood and 
glass textures, while the tea-stained hue is elegantly 
rustic.  

 trays Ω  21



GILDED LAYERS

THE GOLDEN HOUR

Experimenting with the concept of duality, the Gilded 
Layers collection captures the golden glow of the sun at 
dawn and dusk’s twilight. Light indigo hues with splash-
es of gilded tones are reminiscent of the morning blue 
sky. Going over to the dark side, the shimmering gildings 
are contrasted against deeper shades, evocative of the 
sunset glow the moment before night falls. Clean lines 
and a contemporary aesthetic with sumptuous splashes 
of gold impart poetry into this collection.

 trays Ω  2322 Ω trays
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DECADENCE FOR EVERYDAY

24 Ω trays



TRIBAL QUEST

A VIBRANT JOURNEY

Inspired by tribal prints and motifs from Africa to 
Indonesia, the Tribal Quest collection sees the opulent 
textiles of the world illustrated in its pieces. The mingling 
of lavish gold with cool indigo in rich patterns creates a 
fluid balance between the masculine and feminine, aptly 
capturing the sumptuous movement of fabric. Entirely 
handcrafted, the Tribal Quest collection is vivid and 
elegant.
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CLASSIC

SIMPLY TIMELESS

A subdued color palette meets captivating motifs in-
spired by nature and travel in our Classic collection.  
Experimenting with balance, rich patterns are off-
set with muted tones, revealing the beauty behind the  
deceivingly ordinary objects from which inspiration is 
drawn. The Classic collection captures the essence of 
timelessness and imparts a certain enduring quality to 
your space.

 trays Ω  2928 Ω trays
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SOLID GOLD

Cheerful and luxurious, the Mystic Gold collection 
instantly brightens up a space with sunny colors, modern 
patterns and an invigorating burst of gold. The beautifully 
handcrafted decorative tray contrasts dark wooden 
rim with the bright glass base, further highlighting 
the exquisite gold that is prevalent throughout the  
collection. For a touch of cheerful luxury, add the Mystic 
Gold collection into your home.  

MYSTIC GOLD
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DEEP BLUE SEA

Our Ocean Blue collection dives deep into multitude 
shades of blue to create unique pieces inspired by  
the colors of the ocean. Within the exquisitely hand-
crafted collection, contemporary patterns meet saturated 
colors, combining the soothing qualities of the color with 
lively design. 

OCEAN BLUE
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NEW
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SMALL PLEASURES

Despite its small size, the mini tray packs a lot of 
patterns and textures into its small frame. Organic  
swirls of colors and luxurious gold-leafing are enclosed 
neatly within slim edges, framing the patterns and 
textures like a work of art. The mini tray’s compact size 
allows for versatility. Placed in the hallway on a console, 
it is a key holder. In the dressing table, it is a jewelry 
tray, and on the coffee table, it is a decorative item.  
All good things come in small packages, and the mini 
tray is no exception.

MINI TRAYS

 trays Ω  3938 Ω trays



NEW
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TRAY DESIGNS

Due to the hand-created nature of our products, 
each item will vary slightly. We consider this 

a sign of uniqueness.



#20452 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

#20454 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

RASPBERRY COMPOSITION

TURQUOISE ABSTRACT
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BRIGHT ABSTRACT

RASPBERRY LANDSCAPE

RASPBERRY ABSTRACT

#20451 SMALL 
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

NEW

#20453 LARGE 
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

#20456 MEDIUM  
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2"
glass tray

44 Ω tray designs



TRANSLUCENT 
SILHOUETTES
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SLATE LAYERED DOTS

#20440 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

CONNECTED DOTS

#20438 SMALL 
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

#20457 LARGE 
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2"
glass tray

ABSTRACT VISTA

#20455 SMALL 
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
glass tray

ABSTRACT STUDY

46 Ω tray designs
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#20441 SMALL 
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
glass tray

SILVER DOTS

PINOT LAYERED DOTS

#20437 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

#20439 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

OVERLAPPING DOTS

#20443 LARGE 
61x46x5cm - 18"x24"x2"
glass tray

SIENNA LAYERED DOTS

48 Ω tray designs



#20446 LARGE
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2"
glass tray

WILDFLOWERS

#20445 MEDIUM 
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2"
glass tray

WILD THISTLE
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#20442 MEDIUM  
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2" 
glass tray

SIENNA DOTS 

#20444 SMALL 
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
glass tray

BOTANY

SLATE DILL

50 Ω tray designs



BLUE HALOS

#20419 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
glass tray
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GOLD DOTS

#20417 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

BROWN DOTS

#20418 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

#20421 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

GILDED LAYERS

DAHLIA

52 Ω tray designs



GOLD AND  
BLUE HALOS

#20424 LARGE 
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2" 
glass tray

TRIBAL QUEST

BLUE MIST ORGANIC

#20371 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
glass tray
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#20422 SMALL
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
glass tray

DOTTED LINE

54 Ω tray designs

#20423 MEDIUM
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2"
glass tray

CURVES



#20373 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
mist aged mirror tray

GOLD BEADS

MIDNIGHT BEADS

#20449 XL  
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6" 
driftwood tray
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#20370 SMALL 
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
driftwood tray

BLACK BEADS

56 Ω tray designs

SEASIDE BEADS

#20374 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
driftwood tray



CLASSIC
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#20360 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

INDIGO ORGANIC

#20430 MEDIUM 
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2" 
medium aged mirror tray

GATE

#20376 LARGE
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2"
mist aged mirror tray

GOLD MULTI BEADS

BEADED DETAIL

#20375 SMALL 
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
mist aged mirror tray

58 Ω tray designs



#20402 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
light aged mirror tray

SLICE
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#20379 XL
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6" 
driftwood tray

BLACK SLICE

#20407 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
mirror tray

BRONZE SLICE

#20378 XL
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6"
driftwood tray

#20305 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
driftwood tray

WHITE SLICE

60 Ω tray designs



#20316 SMALL 46x36x4cm - 
18"x14"x1,6" mirror tray

#20403 SMALL 48x48x4cm -
19"x19"x1,6" mirror tray

#20317 LARGE 61x46x5cm - 
24"x18"x2" mirror tray

HEAVY AGED BRONZE MIRROR

#20331 XL 92x92x4cm -
36"x36"x1,6" mirror tray
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BLOSSOM

#20335 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
driftwood tray

HEAVY AGED 
CHARCOAL MIRROR

#20450 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
mirror tray

62 Ω tray designs

#20301 SMALL
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6"
mirror tray

#20315 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
mirror tray

HEAVY AGED MIRROR



#20404 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
driftwood tray

BLACK TREE
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CREAM DILL

#20448 XL
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6"
driftwood tray

#20303 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
driftwood tray

WHITE TREE

64 Ω tray designs

BLACK DILL

#20447 XL 
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6"
driftwood tray



MYSTIC GOLD
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#20310 LARGE  
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6" 
light aged mirror tray

MOROCCAN FROST

#20366 MEDIUM  
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2" 
heavy aged mirror tray

FROST

#20336 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6" 
driftwood tray

WHITE MARRAKESH

BLACK MARRAKESH

#20436 LARGE  
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6" 
driftwood tray

66 Ω tray designs



#20364 LARGE  
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

GEOMETRY

#20340 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

UMBRELLAS

OCEAN BLUE
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#20361 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

MIST GOLD ORGANIC

68 Ω tray designs

#20362 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

MULTI GEOMETRY



#20341 SMALL  
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

TRIBAL HEXAGON

FOSSIL ORGANIC

#20385 MINI 
46x18x3cm - 18"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20383 MINI
16x16x3cm - 6"x6"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20384 MINI 
31x17x3cm - 12"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

MINI TRAYS
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#20345 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6" 
glass tray

BIRDS OF PARADISE

#20426 LARGE 
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2" 
driftwood tray

CHEVRON

#20425 SMALL  
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
driftwood tray

70 Ω tray designs

NEW



CHARCOAL

#20525 MINI 
46x18x3cm - 18"x7"x1"
heavy aged mirror tray - metal rim

#20523 MINI 
16x16x3cm - 6"x6"x1"
heavy aged mirror tray - metal rim

#20524 MINI 
31x17x3cm - 12"x7"x1"
heavy aged mirror tray - metal rim

NEW

#20528 MINI  
30x30x3cm - 12"x12"x1" 
glass tray - wooden rim

MIDNIGHT 
RASPBERRY ORGANIC
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NEW

#20382 MINI 
46x18x3cm - 18"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20381 MINI  
31x17x3cm - 12"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal tim

#20380 MINI 
16x16x3cm - 6"x6"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

MALACHITE ORGANIC

#20388 MINI 
46x18x3cm - 18"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20386 MINI 
16x16x3cm - 6"x6"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20387 MINI 
31x17x3cm - 12"x7"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

GOLD LEAF

72 Ω tray designs



ACCENT TABLES

#20526 MINI  
20x20x3cm - 8"x8"x1" 
glass tray - wooden rim

MIDNIGHT 
LINEAR CIRCLES

#20527 MINI  
23x23x3cm - 9"x9"x1"
glass tray - wooden rim

GOLD 
LINEAR CIRCLES

74 Ω tray designs

NEW

NEW
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TRAY TABLES



ROUND TRAYS
 
  small tray  48x48x4cm - 19"x19 "x1,6" 
 
   
  large tray  61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6" 

 
  XL tray  92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6"

RECTANGLE TRAYS 

  small tray  46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"

  medium tray 69x31x5cm - 27"x12"x2"

  large tray  61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2" 

rectangle tray table  
#20706 MEDIUM

rectangle tray table 
#20720 LARGE

RECTANGLE

rectangle tray table set 
#20725

large tray

small tray

medium tray

large Tray
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ROUND 

small tray

round tray table  
#20704 HIGH

small tray

round tray table set 
#20721 HIGH

large tray

round tray table set 
#20726 LOW

small tray

large tray

round tray table set
#20329 LOW XL

XL tray

large tray

round tray table
#20328 LOW XL

XL tray

78 Ω tray tables



IT’S PERSONAL

While the tray table may serve its function as a table, 
the versatile piece transforms to a moveable singular 
tray when removed from its structure. The tray table’s 
ability to adopt different trays allows you to mix or match 
various colors and patterns, creating a personal piece 
that is uniquely yours.

TRAY TABLES
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TRAY TABLE SET LOW

#20726
49x49x31cm - 62x62x38cm
19"x19"x12" - 24"x24"x15"

 
TRAY TABLE HIGH

#20704
49x49x66cm - 19"x19"x26"

TRAY TABLE SET HIGH

#20721
49x49x66cm - 62x62x57cm
19"x19"x26" - 24"x24"x22"

ROUND

TRAY TABLE LOW XL

#20328
93x93x38cm - 36"x36"x15"

NEW TRAY TABLE SET LOW XL

#20329
62x62x31cm - 93x93x38cm
24"x24"x12" - 37"x37"x15"

NEW
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TRAYS TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY

82 Ω tray tables



TRAY TABLE SET LOW

#20725
47X37X31cm - 62x47x38cm
18"x14"x12" - 24"x18"x15"

TRAY TABLE LARGE

#20720 
62x47x64cm - 
24"x18"x25"

TRAY TABLE MEDIUM

#20706
70x32x64cm - 
28"x13"x25"

RECTANGLE

TRAYS TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY

84 Ω tray tables



#20360 indigo organic
#20404 black tree

#20402 slice
#20407 bronze slice

#20301 heavy aged mirror
#20310 moroccan frost

#20362 multi geometry
#20364 geometry

#20361 mist gold organic
#20373 gold beads

#20335 blossom
#20336 white marrakesh
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THE PERFECT COMBINATION

Choose your favorite tray combination on the NOTRE MONDE’s 
Tray Table Sets to create a personal piece that is uniquely yours.

#20437 pinot layered dots
#20439 overlapping dots

#20438 connected dots
#20440 slate layered dots

ROUND

#20451 raspberry abstract
#20453 raspberry landscape

#20452 turquoise abstract
#20454 raspberry composition

86 Ω perfect combination



#20418 brown dots
#20407 bronze slice

#20417 gold dots
#20421 dahlia

#20419 blue halos
#20421 dahlia

#20450 heavy aged charcoal mirror
#20436 black marrakesh

XL

#20303 white tree
#20378 white slice XL

#20315 heavy aged mirror
#20331 heavy aged bronze mirror XL

 perfect combination Ω  89

#20340 umbrellas
#20345 birds of paradise

#20371 blue mist organic
#20374 seaside beads

#20403 heavy aged bronze mirror
#20315 heavy aged mirror

#20341 tribal hexagon
#20345 birds of paradise

#20370 black beads 
#20436 black marrakesh

#20305 white slice
#20303 white tree

88 Ω perfect combination



#20424 gold and blue halos
#20422 dotted line

#20317 heavy aged bronze mirror
#20316 heavy aged bronze mirror

#20376 gold multi beads
#20375 beaded detail

#20443 sienna layered dots
#20441 silver dots

#20446 wildflowers
#20444 slate dill

 perfect combination Ω  91

RECTANGLE

#20455 abstract study
#20457 abstract vista

#20404 black tree
#20379 black slice XL

#20425 chevron
#20426 chevron

#20374 seaside beads
#20449 midnight beads XL

#20336 white marrakesh
#20448 cream dill XL

90 Ω perfect combination

#20436 black marrakesh
#20447 black dill XL



SURPRISING ON ALL LEVELS

The Surface coffee tables are defined by an intersecting 
and overlapping design, which comes to life through 
intriguing materials and different heights and widths. 
Due to these varying attributes, this quintuple set can be 
repositioned easily to create a surprising and enriching 
scene. Each size is available individually, so how you set 
the stage and what kind of vibe you create, is entirely 
up to you.

SURFACE COFFEE TABLE

#20769
40x40x38cm - 16"x16"x15" 
heavy aged mirror

#20770
50x50x32cm - 20"x20"x13"
heavy aged mirror

#20771
60x60x42cm - 24"x24"x17"
heavy aged mirror

#20772
70x70x38cm - 28"x28"x15"
heavy aged mirror

#20773
80x80x46cm - 31"x31"x18"
heavy aged mirror

NEW

METALLIC BRONZE
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PERFECT PAIR

Capturing the beauty of your environment on the reflective 
surface of the coffee table set, the distinctive pair plays with 
the illusion of space while giving it a contemporary touch.  
The placement of heavy aged mirror atop the coffee table  
makes the set a true reflection of your artistic space and 
sensibility.

NESTING COFFEE TABLES

 accent tables Ω  95



#20700
61x61x36cm - 24"x24"x14"
92x92x41cm - 36"x36"x16"
heavy aged mirror

BRONZE

#20701
61x61x36cm - 24"x24"x14"
92x92x41cm - 36"x36"x16"
heavy aged mirror

CHARCOAL

#20722
61x61x36cm - 24"x24"x14"
92x92x41cm - 36"x36"x16"
heavy aged mirror

CLEAR
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SMALL REFLECTIONS

An accent piece that speaks volumes, the side table 
is given a unique twist with heavy aged mirror surface. 
The versatile set seems to find their place in any space. 
Sweetly perched beside the sofa, sitting faithfully next 
to your bed, or as a complementary piece to a work of 
art, the side table’s adaptability offers possibilities to 
experiment with styling.

NESTING SIDE TABLES
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CHARCOAL

#20703 
43x43x56cm - 17"x17"x22" 
56x56x69cm - 22"x22"x27" 
heavy aged mirror

#20733 
40x40x46cm - 16"x16"x18"
50x50x52cm - 20"x20"x20"
60x60x57cm - 24"x24"x22"
heavy aged mirror

#20702
43x43x56cm - 17"x17"x22" 
56x56x69cm - 22"x22"x27" 
heavy aged mirror

BRONZE

#20734 
40x40x46cm - 16"x16"x18" 
50x50x52cm - 20"x20"x20"
60x60x57cm - 24"x24"x22"
heavy aged mirror

CLEAR

#20723
43x43x56cm - 17"x17"x22" 
56x56x69cm - 22"x22"x27" 
heavy aged mirror

#20735 
40x40x46cm - 16"x16"x18" 
50x50x52cm - 20"x20"x20"
60x60x57cm - 24"x24"x22"
heavy aged mirror

98 Ω accent tables



CONSOLE

#20724
122x36x81cm -
48"x14"x32"
bronze copper 
heavy aged mirror

SOFA CONSOLE

#20731 
160x36x70cm -
63"x14"x28"
bronze copper 
heavy aged mirror

BRONZE

CONSOLE 

#20746
122x36x81cm -
48"x14"x32"
heavy aged 
mirror

SOFA CONSOLE

#20748
160x36x70cm -
63"x14"x28"
heavy aged 
mirror

CHARCOAL

CONSOLE

#20747
122x36x81cm -
48"x14"x32"
heavy aged 
mirror

SOFA CONSOLE

#20749
160x36x70cm - 
63"x14"x28"
heavy aged 
mirror

CLEAR

CONSOLE
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TRINITY

Sleek and polished in dark shades, the Trinity coffee  
table set imparts restrained sophistication. In a set of  
three, the two smaller pieces could be stowed underneath  
the larger for a neater look, while displaying the tables  
simultaneously allows for more space to accommodate  
décor accessories and other necessities.  

TRINITY COFFEE TABLE SET

CHARCOAL 
 
#20744
40x40x40cm - 85x45x45cm - 40x40x40cm
16"x16"x16" - 33"x18"x18" - 16"x16"x16"
mirror top

102 Ω accent tables



WORK AND PLAY

The slim, streamlined and perfectly sectioned Hugo desk 
is stylishly subdued and decidedly practical. The under-
stated design and size allow the compact piece to blend 
effortlessly into various rooms, creating a casual work 
area in any space the desk finds itself. 

HUGO DESK

CHARCOAL HUGO DESK

#20745
100x50x76cm - 39"x20"x30"
mirror top
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COMPACT IMPACT

Packing a lot of flair in its frame, the Compact Side Table’s 
small but robust frame makes this piece supremely 
versatile. In the living room, it serves as a functional side 
table. Faithfully perched next to the bed, it becomes 
a nightstand, and in the bathroom, it is utilized as a  
pedestal for plants. Available in three sizes and in 
Charcoal Mirror or Midnight Crush Organic Glass, the 
colors complement the most diverse interiors.

COMPACT SIDE TABLES

106 Ω accent tables



CHARCOAL
MIDNIGHT CRUSH

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE HIGH

#20764  
LARGE
40x40x90cm -
16"x16"x35"
mirror 
top

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE HIGH

#20766 
LARGE
40x40x90cm -
16"x16"x35"
organic 
glass top

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE MID

#20760  
SMALL
30x30x60cm -
12"x12"x24"
mirror 
top

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE MID

#20767 
SMALL
30x30x60cm -
12"x12"x24"
organic 
glass top

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE MID

#20762  
LARGE
40x40x60cm -
16"x16"x24"
mirror 
top

COMPACT SIDE 
TABLE MID

#20768 
LARGE
40x40x60cm -
16"x16"x24"
organic 
glass top

NEW
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BALANCE IS EVERYTHING
 
A slender silhouette, perfect circles in gold, blue and 
sage, and strong lines give the Bull’s Eye table a sub-
tle ‘50s touch. Sitting elegantly beside the bed as a  
nightstand or dressing up a living room with a retro- 
contemporary aesthetic, the table allows opportunities 
to experiment with styling.

BULL’S EYE TABLES

GOLD BULLSEYE *

#20742 LARGE
61x61x56cm - 24"x24"x22"
mirror top

SAGE BULLSEYE *

#20740 SMALL
48x48x46cm - 19"x19"x18"
mirror top

BLUE BULLSEYE *

#20741 SMALL
48x48x46cm - 19"x19"x18"
mirror top

* this product is knock-down
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HEXAGON SIDE
TABLE SET

#20727
54x46x48cm - 21"x18"x19"
66x57x54cm - 26"x22"x21"
cobalt mist organic glass

LIVING OBJECT  

Splashing dynamic swirls of deep blue on the table’s 
silky surface and allowing it to form a life of its own, the 
Hexagon tables are crafted with an exceptional method 
of layering pigments and metallic inks. The handcrafted 
nature imparts uniqueness to the tables - no two pieces 
are precisely alike - and the two matching pieces see 
the fluid movement of deep blue unbroken despite its 
separation. Vivid and seemingly alive, the Organic tables 
perfectly capture movement within two frames.

HEXAGON SIDE TABLE SET
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BAR CARTS

MIX IT UP IN STYLE

A pinch of sophistication, mixed with a heavy dose of 
lustrous mirror and garnished with streamlined metal 
frame - the NOTRE MONDE bar carts serve up eleganc in 
a neat package.

DIXON

#20751
46x75x93cm -
18"x30"x37"
bronze mirror shelves

DIXON

#20752
46x75x93cm -
18"x30"x37"
charcoal mirror shelves
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LUCY

#20753
49x49x93cm -
19"x19"x37"
bronze mirror shelves

LUCY

#20754 
49x49x93cm -
19"x19"x37"
charcoal mirror shelves
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MIRRORS
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MIRROR IMAGE

The effortless elegance of polished aged mirror meets 
the raw industrial beauty of iron in our Rectangle mirrors. 
Hang our mirror on its own or display a number of them 
in your space to make a bold statement.    

RECTANGLE MIRROR 
WITH METAL FRAME
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BRONZE

WALL

#20660
122x3x153cm -
48"x1"x60"
heavy aged mirror

FLOOR

#20661  
71x3x244cm -
28"x1"x96"
heavy aged mirror

CLEAR

WALL

#20662   
122x3x153cm -
48"x1"x60"
medium aged mirror

FLOOR

#20663  
71x3x244cm -
28"x1"x96"
medium aged mirror

Not available  
in the US
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CLEAR

#20600
SMALL 48x3x48cm - 19"x1"x19"

#20601
MEDIUM 61x3x61cm - 24"x1"x24"

#20604 Not available in the US
LARGE  92x3x92cm - 36"x1"x36"

light aged mirror

BRONZE

#20602
SMALL 48x3x48cm - 19"x1"x19"

#20603
MEDIUM 61x3x61cm - 24"x1"x24"

#20605
LARGE  92x3x92cm - 36"x1"x36"

heavy aged mirror
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ROUND MIRROR WITH 
WOODEN FRAME

FULL CIRCLE

The Round mirror finds itself in the middle ground  
between functionality and art. Adorning the living room 
as wall art or serving a practical purpose as bathroom  
or dressing table mirror, the unique piece gives the  
functional object an artful twist.
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FLOOR

#20669
76x4x198cm - 30"x2"x78"
wooden frame

WALL

#20668
71x4x102cm - 28"x2"x40"
wooden frame

WALL

#20606
88x4x88cm - 35"x2"x35"
wooden frame

GOLDEN REFLECTION

The Gold Leaf mirror adds glamour and opulence into 
daily life by framing one’s reflection in gold. Edged with 
simple, defined lines, the distinctive mirror serves a 
functional purpose as floor, bathroom, or dressing table 
mirror. Placed in the foyer, the mirror affords a last look at 
one’s golden reflection before leaving the home, setting a 
glamorous tone to the day.

GOLD LEAF MIRRORS
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BLOCK PARTY

A nod to the progressive artist, the M mirror interprets 
Mondrian’s grid paintings in mirror form. The mirror sees 
three colors within its smaller rectangular fragments. 
Charcoal, Bronze and Clear mirrors give the overall 
piece a reflective, multifaceted expression. The hangers 
on each side of the frame allow four different ways to 
display it on the wall.

M MIRROR

M FLOOR MIRROR

#20666
200x4x70cm - 78"x2"x28"

M WALL MIRROR

#20667
100x4x100cm - 39"x2"x39"
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WALL ART
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UNTAMED LANDSCAPE

The Translucent Silhouettes collection’s Wall Art super-
imposes translucent hues over organic shapes, forming 
vibrant silhouettes evocative of an abstract landscape. 
Seemingly bold at first glance, the metallic inks and soft 
pigments give a delicate, subdued quality.

TRANSLUCENT SILHOUETTES

ROSE 
TRANSLUCENT 
SILHOUETTES

#20556 
66x4x97cm - 26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

BURGUNDY 
TRANSLUCENT 
SILHOUETTES

#20557
66x4x97cm - 26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame
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PATTERN CELEBRATION

Dressing the wall with a contemporary, modern piece, the 
wall art’s simplicity of brush strokes, combined with a  dash 
of opulent gold makes a uniquely bold statement. Place 
it in a living space for an arresting yet subtle focal point, 
or hang multiple pieces in the foyer to set a subdued and  
elegant tone to your home. 

GILDED LAYERS

CIRCLET
#20555  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

HALOS
#20553  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

OBLONG
#20554  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

CONNECTED ORB 
#20550  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

PORTRAIT ORB
#20551  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame

ORB LANDSCAPE
#20552  
66x4x97cm -
26"x1,6"x38"
wooden frame
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The NOTRE MONDE brand incorporates classic and 
traditional techniques, such as metal-leafing, hand-
painting, silk screen-printing and aging. Due to the 
handcrafted nature of our products, each item will 
vary slightly. We consider this a sign of uniqueness 
and quality.

UNIQUENESS OF OUR PRODUCTUSER INSTRUCTIONS

The NOTRE MONDE trays are intended for decorative 
and everyday use. They are not to be used in a setting 
such as, but not limited to, restaurants where they are 
exposed to constant washing, repetitive handling and 
service of heavy items. 

All NOTRE MONDE products are intended for indoor 
use only. 
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS

DAILY CARE
Our wooden trays are varnished with a water-based top 
coat to repel common substances and fluids, such as 
coffee, tea and wine. However, the protective coat is 
no foolproof guarantee against stains. We recommend 
removing spills immediately to prevent staining. Always 
use coasters to prevent hot surfaces from leaving marks 
on the wooden trays.

WOODEN TRAYS
Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth. For a more thorough 
cleaning, use furniture polish with a soft cloth.

GLASS & MIRROR TRAYS
Wipe the surface with glass cleaner and soft cloth.

METAL
Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth. For a more thorough 
cleaning, use mild soap and warm water. Rinse with 
clean water and wipe dry. Do NOT use steel wool, 
sandpaper, mineral acid, bleach, or chlorine cleaners on 
metal surfaces.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FURNITURE WITH METAL 
Do not drag tables along the floor, as it might damage 
the protective coating, cause rusting or leave permanent 
marks on the floor. Always lift the furniture when moving 
them from place to place. 

FURNITURE WITH METAL BASE ON 
A VARNISHED WOODEN FLOOR
Always ensure water and solutions used to clean the floor 
do not come into contact with the furniture’s metal base,  
as it might leave permanent marks. We recommend  
attaching rubber or plastic leg protectors to the metal 
legs. Protectors made from felt are not recommended. 

FURNITURE WITH METAL BASE ON 
AN UNVARNISHED WOODEN FLOOR
Some wood species, such as oak, contain tannin,  
which causes the wood to react with metal and leave 
permanent marks on the floor. We recommend attaching 
rubber or plastic protectors to the metal legs. Protectors 
made from felt are not recommended.  
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CONTACT

WHOLESALE EUROPE
HEADQUARTERS

Scheldeweg 5, 2850 Boom, Belgium
+32 3 443 01 00

sales.eu@notremonde.com

WHOLESALE USA
101 Prospect Street, High Point, NC 27260, USA

+1 336 259 6244
sales.usa@notremonde.com

WHOLESALE APAC & MIDDLE EAST
sales.apac@notremonde.com

CONTRACT, HOSPITALITY & PROJECTS
+32 3 443 01 72

studio@notremonde.com

Styling: Wim Van Vossele, doubleudoublev@gmail.com
Photography: Catherine De Saegher, catherinedesaegher.be
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